
Castles Mini-Project
L.I: To recall information about Motte and Bailey 

castles

Can you remember anything about a Motte 

and Bailey castle?

Challenge task – Why did William build castles?





Task 1
Look at the castle diagram. Can you remember all the parts of a Motte and bailey 
Castle?

Task 2
Look the advantages and disadvantages of a Motte and Bailey castle sheet. 
Decide which is and advantage (good) and which is a disadvantage (bad)
Think about why you have made your choices?

Task 3
If you have a computer can you find 6 ‘real life’ examples of Motte and Bailey castles in 
England? Do they all look the same now as when William built them? Write down their 
names and where they are.
Can you find an interesting fact out about each one?

Challenge task  - Read the information on the next slide and use it to help you create 
your ‘Baron’s’ diary! Use the sentence starters to help you. 



Imagine you’re a baron living in a Motte and Bailey castle! 

Write a diary account by a baron living there.

You must explain:

-Your name

-Which town you’re

controlling

-Which section of your castle 

you live in

-What benefits your

castle offers you

-What problems your have with 

your castle 

-What happened when your 

castle was recently attacked

-How you successfully overcame the 

attack

Dear diary

My name is Baron.......
William has given me responsibility 
for …(what your job is).............        
He had a castle built for me there as 
a result. I live in the section of the 
castle called the.............
My knights I’m responsible for live in 
the.......with..............
On the one hand I am pleased with 
my castle as..........
On the other hand, I did recently 
suffer an attack on my castle. The 
attackers used tactics such 
as..............(use your own ideas) 
However, I was successfully in 
overcoming the attack because…

………

Keywords you could mention:
Castle, town, Palisade, Bailey, Motte, Keep

(Sentence starters)


